SCORE BIG with the

![SLAM DUNK!](image)

**Body and Balance with Multiple Trait Performance and Extreme Cow Power!**

Score big and slam home aesthetically pleasing genetics that also produce power performance, calving ease, udder quality and carcass traits. Combine the most exciting cow and cow family at M6 today with a stacked pedigree of multiple trait superiority. M6 SLAM DUNK is incredibly symmetrical and smooth while being loaded with extra muscle, huge body, smooth polled, super quiet and great feet.

M6 Ms New Jewel 0155 Pld, SLAM DUNK’S dam is a super star. Two full sibs to SLAM DUNK and her first two auctioned offspring sold last fall for an average of $20,000. Her son, M6 Cool Bachelor, a dehorned full brother earned Lot 1 status in the 2014 Fall M6 Sale. Southern Cattle Company took home the $21,000 (2/3 interest) son. Her natural born daughter, a 7 month old split off was selected by Satterfield and Reinhart for $19,000.

In addition Baney Charolais held off aggressive bidders to purchase ½ interest and no possession in M6 Ms New Jewel 0155 Pld for $36,000.

The market value of SLAM DUNK’S genetics is impressive but what sets him apart even more is the Balance and Body with extreme Cow Power.

M6 is selling ½ interest and ½ possession plus affordable semen packages. Several breeders have already committed to semen packages. The ½ interest buyer(s) will receive ½ of future semen sales, and the SLAM DUNK genetics making their herd more valuable.

$1500 semen package (limit of two breeders per package) includes 30 units and 30 signings with additional units and signings available at $25/$35. No other semen sales will be available to the public until next spring.

We plan to collect semen prior to this Spring Event so bring your tank and pick up at the sale.

**Over 40 Years In The Business!**

Call Today For A Sale Booklet!
817-822-7109

Kevin & Jessica Moore
2929 Oak Hill Rd • Alvarado, TX 76009
E-mail: kevin@m6ranch.com
Website: www.M6Ranch.com
Kevin Moore (817) 822-7109

---

**EM844484 • 10-23-13**

**BW 83, WW 735/ET, YW 1289/ET, YREA 15.84, YIMF 3.43**

M6 Cool Rep 8108 x M6 New Standard 842 • Jewel Cow

EPDs BW 0.7, WW 74, Milk 9, MTL 31, SC 1.5, CW 30, REA 0.85, Marb 0.04

Score Big with the SLAM DUNK!

Offering 1/2 interest and 1/2 possession plus time limited semen packages.

---

**M6 SLAM DUNK 3115 P ET**

---

**M6 is selling ½ interest and ½ possession plus affordable semen packages. Several breeders have already committed to semen packages. The ½ interest buyer(s) will receive ½ of future semen sales, and the SLAM DUNK genetics making their herd more valuable.**

$1500 semen package (limit of two breeders per package) includes 30 units and 30 signings with additional units and signings available at $25/$35. No other semen sales will be available to the public until next spring.

We plan to collect semen prior to this Spring Event so bring your tank and pick up at the sale.

---

**M6 Ms New Jewel 0155 Pld**

---

**M6 Ms Easy Jewel 254 P**

---

**Bull Videos Available At**

www.idealvideoproductions.com
Selling two August born ET flushmate sisters.
M6 Bells & Whistles 258 P ET x M6 Ms Bravo Grid 844 ET,
she’s a $21,000 full sister to M6 New Standard 842.
Est. EPDs BW 0.8, WW 45, YW 81, Milk 14, MTL 36, CW 35, REA 1.03, Marb 0.10

Sells bred to M6 Next Step 164 P.
TR Mr Fire Water 5792 x M6 Mamie Star 933 P
BW 2.4, WW 36, YW 62, Milk 19, MTL 37, SC 1.3, CW 22, REA 0.72, Marb -0.07

M6 MS BRAVO BELL 467 P ET

Sells bred to M6 Next Step 164 P.
DONOR ALERT! LT Rio Blanco 1234 x PJ Ms Grid Maker 602 P
BW 1.2, WW 33, YW 68, Milk 14, MTL 31, SC 1.1, CW 33, REA 0.77, Marb 0.12

M6 MS RIO MAKER 9106 P ET

Sells with polled bull calf by
M6 Bells & Whistles 258 P.
DONOR ALERT! LT Rio Blanco 1234 x PJ Ms Grid Maker 602 P
BW 1.2, WW 33, YW 68, Milk 14, MTL 31, SC 1.1, CW 33, REA 0.77, Marb 0.12

M6 MS RIO MAKER 9106 P ET

Sells bred to LT Sundance 2251 Pld.
M6 Cool Rep 8108 x M6 Ms 104 Duke 540 PET
BW 0.1, WW 44, YW 69, Milk 9, MTL 30, SC 1.2, CW 22, REA 0.64, Marb 0.05

M6 MS COOL GRID 363 P ET

SLAM DUNK

Says with pollied a bull calf by
M6 Bells & Whistles 258 P.

Sells bred to LT Sundance 2251 Pld.
M6 Cool Rep 8108 x M6 Ms 104 Duke 540 PET
BW 0.1, WW 44, YW 69, Milk 9, MTL 30, SC 1.2, CW 22, REA 0.64, Marb 0.05

M6 MS COOL GRID 363 P ET

OVER THE TOP QUALITY!

OVER THE TOP QUALITY!

SPRING EVENT CONSULTANTS
Clifford Mitchell.............405-246-6324
Joe Garcia....................229-254-8438
Brett Sayre ....................573-881-1876
Bob Morton....................931-842-1234

Clifford Mitchell.............405-246-6324
Joe Garcia....................229-254-8438
Brett Sayre ....................573-881-1876
Bob Morton....................931-842-1234
THE SLAM DUNK SPRING EVENT
M Ranch
Bull & Female Sale
MARCH 21, 2015
Saturday • 1 pm
At the ranch • Alvarado, TX

150 HEAD SELL!
105 Breeding Age Bulls
35 Donors, Pairs, Breds and Heifers

Full Brother to M6 Bells & Whistles

M6 HUNK 3112 P ET

EM844513 • 10-31-13
BW 72, WW 797/ET, YW 1330/ET, YREA 16.31, YIMF 3.63
M6 Cool Rep 8108 x M6 Grid Maker 104 • 552 Cow
EPDs BW 1.1, WW 41, YW 70, Milk 12, MTL 32, SC 1.1, CW 25, REA 0.79, Marb 0.06

M6 HUNK 3112 P ET

M6 CHUNK 419 ET

EM853148 • 2-25-14
BW 83, WW 895/ET, YW 1469/ET, YREA 15.69, YIMF 4.42
M6 Cool Rep 8108 x M6 New Standard 842 • Jewel Cow
EPDs BW 0.7, WW 43, YW 74, Milk 9, MTL 31, SC 1.5, CW 30, REA 0.85, Marb 0.04

M6 New Standard 842 x SR/NC Field Rep 2158 P ET • Nancy Cow
EPDs BW 0.7, WW 44, YW 85, Milk 14, MTL 36, SC 1.9, CW 41, REA 0.95, Marb 0.08

Bull Videos Available At www.idealvideoproductions.com

M6 MS GAIN & GRADE 552P

M6 MS NEW JEWEL 0155 PLD

M6 MS Gain & Grade 552P

M6 MS NEW JEWEL 0155 PLD

EM844507 • 10-30-13
BW 84, WW 922/ET, YW 1512/ET, YREA 17.93, YIMF 3.26
M6 New Standar 842 x SR/NC Field Rep 2158 P ET • Nancy Cow
EPDs BW 0.7, WW 44, YW 85, Milk 14, MTL 36, SC 1.9, CW 41, REA 0.95, Marb 0.08

M6 Big & Deep 330 P ET

M6 Big & Deep 330 P ET

Over 40 Years In The Business!

Call Today For A Sale Booklet!
817-822-7109

Kevin & Jessica Moore
2929 Oak Hill Rd • Alvarado, TX 76009
E-mail: kevin@m6ranch.com
Website: www.M6Ranch.com
Kevin Moore (817) 822-7109